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▪ Who are we?
▪ What is Dance Team Union?

INTRODUCTION

▪ What is our role in Arizona in the

upcoming season?
▪ What did we do with the score sheets

specifically?

▪ Coaches Raised Desire for Certain Revisions
▪ Practical Issues for Judges

▪ Trend Toward Execution in General (What Coaches Control)
▪ New Judges = Need for as Much Clarity as Possible
▪ DTU will be providing and training judges for the 22-23 competition season
in Arizona!
▪ Most will not be familiar with any teams or past results
▪ Fresh look for everyone!

▪ Greater Weight Towards Execution in General
▪ Separate Pom and Jazz Scoresheets

▪ Image and Costuming Caption Added to Choreography Scoresheet
▪ Other Modifications to Individual Styles’ Scoresheets

▪ Two Separate Panels (Technical vs. Choreography)
▪ Weight of Scores Among Sections of Scoresheet
▪ Feedback to Coaches (Still Written Scoresheets This Year – Planning to Move

to Computer Scoring with Verbal Feedback for 2023-24)

CHANGES TO POM CHOREOGRAPHY SCORESHEET
AIA has separated the Pom scoresheets from Jazz to
more clearly tailor scoring to Pom skills.
Artistry: Moved criteria about connecting
choreography to music to align with criteria used by all
major national organizations. Previously was under
Projection/ Showmanship. Potential to gain points
here with innovative music, costuming,
purposeful/unique pom visuals, memorable use of
poms with musical accents, etc.
Visuals: No change. Consider what is going to impress
judges who see dozens/hundreds of routines.
Difficulty: Added Pom Motion difficulty and simplified
the Specialty movement scores. Previously
leaps/jumps and specialty movements were worth
twice what turns were worth.
Image: Judges will have the opportunity to deduct for
image and appropriateness issues. Will be trained to
make clear if they are deducting based on this element

CHANGES TO POM EXECUTION SCORESHEET
Pom Motions: Previously this was called
“Movements” so generally renamed to focus on pom
motions because technical skills are scored separately
below.
Synch/Uniformity: No changes.
Spacing and Transitions: Simplified wording to more
clearly focus on spacing and transitions and provide
more feedback from judges.
Musicality: Focus on dancers’ execution of
choreography and dancers’ musicality.

Execution of Technical Skills: Equalized value of turns
to other technical skills/specialized movements.
Projection/Showmanship: Simplified elements that
go into this score for more clear feedback from

CHANGES TO JAZZ CHOREOGRAPHY SCORESHEET
Artistry: Same changes as in Pom. Some simple
changes can help you to stand out such as
innovative music/movement style, visual
costuming, purposeful/unique/musical movements,
formations or other visual effects, memorable and
organic use of solos, unique variations on skills, etc.
Visuals: No changes. Again, think about what is
going to stand out to judges who are seeing
dozens/hundreds of routines.
Difficulty: Previously leaps/jumps and specialty
movements were worth twice what turns were
worth. Now they are equal. Added an element for
tempo of movement. Use of the word “tempo”
does not imply that movement needs to be “fast”
but rather how does the tempo of movement
enhance difficulty.

CHANGES TO JAZZ EXECUTION SCORESHEET
Execution of Non-Technical Movements: Previously
this was called “Movements” so generally renamed to
focus on execution of general movement because
technical skills are scored separately below.
Synch/Uniformity: No changes.
Spacing and Transitions: Simplified wording to more
clearly focus on spacing and transitions and provide
more feedback from judges.
Musicality: Focus on dancers’ execution of
choreography and dancers’ musicality.

Execution of Technical Skills: Equalized value of turns
to other technical skills/specialized movements.
Projection/Showmanship: Simplified elements that go
into this score for more clear feedback from judges.

CHANGES TO HIP-HOP CHOREOGRAPHY
SCORESHEET
Artistry: Same changes as in Pom and Jazz.
Visuals: No changes. Again, think about what is
going to stand out to judges who are seeing
dozens/hundreds of routines.
Difficulty: Added an element for tempo of
movement. Use of the word “tempo” does not imply
that movement needs to be “fast” but rather how do
the complexity and speed of movement enhance
difficulty overall. Tempo variations can, especially
help in Hip-Hop.

Image: Same changes as in Pom

CHANGES TO HIP HOP EXECUTION SCORESHEET
Hip Hop Movements: Previously this was called
“Movements” but otherwise no changes.
Synch/Uniformity: No changes.

Spacing and Transitions: As in Pom and Jazz,
simplified wording to more clearly focus on spacing
and transitions and provide more feedback from
judges.
Musicality: Focus on dancers’ execution of
choreography and dancers’ musicality.
Execution: Added an element for tempo of
movement. Use of the word “tempo” does not imply
that movement needs to be “fast” but rather how
does the team deal with complexity of movement and
changes in tempo.
Projection/Showmanship: Simplified elements that
go into this score for more clear feedback from
judges.

BREAKING DOWN THE PERFORMANCE ROUTINE
SCORESHEET
Choreography: Note the use of the word “entertaining.”
This is what will set you apart in this portion of the
scoresheet.
Synchronization: Fairly straightforward – think about the
types of movement/formations that can hurt your score
here without adding any other value (columns – spacing in
windows).
Execution of Movement: Completing movements is a very
common critique from judges.
Overall Impression: Again, entertainment value.

BREAKING DOWN THE FIGHT SONG & SPIRIT RAISING
SCORESHEET
FIGHT SONG
Game Day Material: Note that this ties to your schools
traditions which offers an opportunity for some unique
material.
Synchronization: Fairly straightforward – think about the
types of movement/formations that can hurt your score
here without adding any other value (columns – spacing in
windows).
Execution of Movement: Completing movements is a very
common critique from judges.
SPIRIT RAISING

Crowd Effectiveness: Are you really engaging the crowd?
Synchronization: See above.
Execution of Movement: See above.

Overall Impression: Again, note the opportunity to add

▪ Open Door Policy (Feel Free to Contact Us With Questions Any Time!)
▪ Coree Smith: ccs72075@msn.com, (312) 208-4830
▪ Dave Sanchez: dazzman1999@yahoo.com, (415) 717-6588

▪ New Specialty Awards Presented at State – Sponsored by DTU (each award

presented once per dance style – except Be Bold, which is just if we see
something we want to give the award to, no matter the style or how many)
▪ Most Entertaining
▪ Outstanding Artistry
▪ Technical Excellence
▪ Be Bold

▪ We are so excited to partner with the

AIA all season!
▪ See you in December for the Game

FINAL THOUGHTS

Day Championship and in January for
State Prelims and Finals
▪ Learn more about us at

www.danceteamunion.com and
www.thecollegeclassic.com

